AURORA Apex
THE CLOSEST THING TO REAL RACING!

Up to ten lanes of high performance racing with the most sophisticated HO scale slot car system in the world!

Turbo Cars Lighted Cars
and the ULTIMATE in slot car racing, the unsurpassed super G-plus cars
PLUS over 30 different types of track & accessories

TOMY®
FORMULA ONE
DUEL F8650

Two Formula One Racers battle it out around 2.59 metres (8.5ft) of over-under high performance track.

CONTAINS:
• 2 AFX Turbo Cars
• 8-Section track
• 2 Controllers
• 2 Bridgebeams
• 6 Guard rails
• 240V - 16V Power Pack

DOUBLE FIRE
F8614

Drive in daylight or darkness without missing any of the action. 3.96 metres (13ft) of under-over high performance track. Challenge your driving skills on a double eight racing course.

CONTAINS:
• 2 AFX Turbo LIGHTED Cars
• 13 feet of track
• 2 Controllers
• 8 Guard rails
• 4 Bridgebeams
• 240V - 16V Power Pack
LIGHTNING LARRY PERKINS’ AUSTRALASIAN CHAMPIONSHIP
F5508

Build circuits of Eastern Creek, Amaroo or other famous racetracks and experience all the thrills of a Touring Car champion.

CONTAINS:
- 7.5m (approx. 25ft) of high performance track
- 2 AFX Turbo Cars
- 2 Controllers
- 14 Bridgebeams
- 13 Guard Rails
- 240V - 16V Power Pack

Pukekohe (New Zealand)

Amaroo

THUNDERLOOP THRILLER F8610

Loop the loop, ride the wall and speed through the treacherous “S” curve with this race of a lifetime.

CONTAINS:
- 8.39 metres (27.5ft) of tri-level high performance track.
- 2 AFX Turbo Cars
- Stunt loop
- 8 Bridgebeams
- 12 Guard rails
- 2 Controllers
- 240V - 16V Power Pack

AURORA AFX 0077 THUNDERLOOP THRILLER

THE CLOSEST THING TO REAL RACING

NISSAN

TOMY
**FORMULA ONE WORLD SERIES**

F8681

The ultimate Turbo speed challenge with all the excitement, dangers and daredevil tests to be found on a world class Formula 1 circuit.

With the 7.5 metres (25 ft approx) of track, build a replica of one of the 16 Formula 1 circuits around the world.

Full instructions on how to build these famous Formula 1 circuits:
- U.S.A., Brazil, San Marino, Monaco, Canada, Mexico, France, Great Britain, Germany, Hungary, Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Japan and Australia.

**CONTAINS:**
- 7.5m (approx 25 ft) of high performance track.
- 2 AFX Formula 1 Turbo Cars
- 2 Turbo Boost Hand Controllers
- 2 Bridgebeams
- 6 Kerbing
- 15 Guard rails
- 240V - 16V Power Pack

---

**VERTIGO** F8661

Defy gravity by climbing the walls, looping the loop, and speeding around the hairpin for the ultimate challenge.

**CONTAINS:**
- 9 metres (approx 29.5ft) of high performance track
- 2 Aurora AFX Turbo cars
- 13 Guard rails
- 6 Bridgebeams
- Track supports
- 2 Controllers
- 240V - 16V Power Pack
You've seen it on television. Now experience the action first hand when you drive on Australia's most famous racing track. Test your driving skills to see if, like Peter Brock, you have what it takes to be the 'King Of The Mountain'. With the 10.8 metres (35 ft) of high performance track, you can build a replica of the Mount Panorama circuit, then push the famous 05 car to its limits!

CONTAINS:
• 10.8 metres (35 ft) of high performance track (50 pieces)
• 2 AFX Turbo Cars
• 2 Controllers
• 10 Low Bridgebeams
• 5 High Bridgebeams
• 23 Guard rails
• 240V -16V Power Pack
Bring all the realistic thrills and skills of motor racing right into your home. Each Aurora AFX car is an authentic model of a high speed, power performance machine, right down to the last detail. No other model racing car can match Aurora AFX for quality, strength and realism, or for genuine race track excitement. Aurora AFX cars are the fastest scale model slot cars in the world with scale speeds in excess of 1800 knh.
**SUPER G-PLUS**

The World’s Fastest HO Scale Racing Cars!

**High Performance Motor Timing Switch**
This revolutionary timing adjustment function allows you to adjust the timing of the motor to meet different racing requirements and racing circuit designs.

**High Performance Motor**

**High Performance Ground Effect Magnets**
Twice the "G" Force as current ferrite magnets! Greater cornering ability! Greater stopping ability!

**High Rigidity Polycarbonate Chassis**
Lightweight chassis for improved acceleration down the straights and around the corners. Less chassis distortion for better handling.

**Light Weight Hollow Rubber Tyres**
Better response when accelerating. Larger gripping area for improved surface contact over ordinary solid rubber tyres. Less abrasion on track surfaces.

---

**Lighted Cars**
Test your night driving skills with Aurora AFX Lighted Turbo Cars with real working headlights.

---

**BMW 320i Yellow F8772**
**BMW 320i Blue F8773**
**Firebird Black F8774**
**Firebird Red F8775**
**Skyline GTR F8782**
**Calsonic GTR F8783**
**Thunderbird F8784**
**Nissan 300ZX F8785**
AFX TRACK ACCESSORIES

9" BANKED CURVE F8628
CONTAINS:
• 4 x 9" banked curve sections
• 2 x 15° straights

LOOP TRACK F8636
CONTAINS:
• 8 x loop sections • 1 loop clamp (straights not included)

12" BANKED CURVE SET F8667
CONTAINS:
• 4 x 12° 1/8R banked curves • 2 x 15° straights • 4 x bank supports (2 high, 2 low)

HAIRPIN CURVE SET F8669
CONTAINS:
• 1 x 3° hairpin curve • 2 x 15° straights • 2 x kerbing

9" CHICANE CURVE SET F8670
CONTAINS:
• 2 x chicane tracks (L & R) • 2 x 15° straights • 4 x kerbing

DRIFT ACTION CURVE SET F8680
CONTAINS:
• 2 x drift action curves • 2 x 12° curves and 1 x 6" straight.
**LAP COUNTERS**

To keep a record of who is winning, there are a number of Lap Counters available.

**F8646 Lap Counter Track**
15 inches of high performance track with built-in lap counter for 10 laps.

**F8629 Automatic Lap Counter**
Over the track automatic lap counter records up to 50 laps.

---

**ELECTRONIC CONTROL STATION F4002**

Watch the control tower lights. Then count down Red, Amber and Green - Go! Race against the clock or your competitor in a head to head challenge over distance (up to 195 laps) or time (up to 99 minutes). Your Aurora AFX Electronic Control Station controls your races and time trials, displaying split times, lap counts and sound effects. Reproducing the excitement of real Grand Prix, Rally and Sports Car racing, your Control Centre leaves you free to concentrate on what’s really important - being the fastest driver!

- Electronic starting with lights and sound effects
- False start detector
- Lap counting facility up to 195 laps
- Quartz analogue clocks for timed racing up to 99 mins.
- Timing accurate to 1/100 of a second for fastest lap and overall race times
- Electronic finishing.
MOUNT PANORAMA CIRCUIT
BATHURST, AUSTRALIA

Forrest’s Elbow

The Esses
The Dipper

Skyline

Conrod Straight

Griffin’s Bend

The Cutting

Caltex Chase

Hell Corner

Murray’s Corner

Pit Straight

TOMY

For details about the Model Club, write c/o Toy Traders Pty. Ltd.

 Manufactured for
TOY TRADERS PTY. LTD.
ACN 003 161 117
P.O. Box 232, Lidcombe, N.S.W. 2141

A 15" TERMINAL TRACK 1 pc No. F8627
B 15" STRAIGHT TRACK 7 pc’s No. F8621
C 9" STRAIGHT TRACK 5 pc’s No. F8622
D 6" STRAIGHT TRACK 4 pc’s No. F8641
E 9" Crossover Track 2 pc’s No. F8903
F 3" STRAIGHT TRACK 3 pc’s No. F8626
G 9" 1/4 RADIUS CURVE 2 pc’s No. F8623
H 15" 1/8 RADIUS CURVE 3 pc’s No. F8663
I 9" 1/8 RADIUS CURVE 4 pc’s No. F8624
J 6" 1/8 RADIUS CURVE 19 pc’s No. F8656